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ABSTRACT

A Machine Learning (ML) pipeline configures the workflow of a
learning task using the APIs provided by ML libraries. However, a
pipeline’s performance can vary significantly across different con-
figurations of ML library versions. Misconfigured pipelines can re-
sult in inferior performance, such as inefficient executions, numeric
errors and even crashes. A pipeline is subject to misconfiguration if
it exhibits significantly inconsistent performance upon changes in
the versions of its configured libraries or the combination of these
libraries. We refer to such performance inconsistency as a pipeline
configuration (PLC) issue.

A systematic understanding of PLC issues helps configure ef-
fective ML pipelines and identify misconfigured ones. To this end,
we conduct the first empirical study of PLC issues’ pervasiveness,
impact and root causes. To facilitate scalable in-depth analysis, we
develop Piecer, an infrastructure that automatically generates a
set of pipeline variants by varying different version combinations
of ML libraries and detects their performance inconsistencies. We
apply Piecer to the 3,380 pipelines that can be deployed out of
the 11,363 ML pipelines collected from multiple ML competitions
at Kaggle platform. The empirical study results show that 1,092
(32.3%) of the 3,380 pipelines manifest significant performance in-
consistencies on at least one variant. We find that 399, 243 and 440
pipelines can achieve better competition scores, execution time and
memory usage, respectively, by adopting a different configuration.

∗Yibo Wang and Ying Wang made equal contributions to this work.
†Ying Wang is the corresponding author.
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Based on our findings, we construct a repository containing 164
defective APIs and 106 API combinations from 418 library versions.
The defective API repository facilitates future studies of automated
detection techniques for PLC issues. Leveraging the repository, we
captured PLC issues in 309 real-world ML pipelines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning (ML) libraries (e.g., TensorFlow and PyTorch)
have gained much attention in both academia and industry, which
are used in a wide range of domains, including natural language
processing, image processing, autonomous driving, etc [38, 55, 56,
58, 79]. These libraries provide off-the-shelf ML solutions, optimized
numerical computations, efficient data structures, visualization, and
other handy utilities, to facilitate application development.

In practice, the calls to ML library APIs are often organized by
means of an ML pipeline, which automates the workflow of an ML
task in nine stages as shown in Figure 1. To timely incorporate
support for new hardware, algorithms and bug fixes, ML libraries
keep evolving rapidly. However, different combinations of ML li-
brary versions can cause inconsistencies in pipelines’ performances,
crashes and NaN bugs, as demonstrated by the real-life example
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in Section 2.2. In this paper, we refer to the performance inconsis-
tencies of ML pipelines induced by varying ML library versions as
PipeLine Configuration (PLC) issues.

Despite the widespread use of ML pipelines, there have been no
prior systematic studies on PLC issues. We have little knowledge of
PLC issues, such as their pervasiveness in real-world ML pipelines,
their impact on ML tasks’ performances, and their root causes.
The deficient knowledge can hinder effective deployment of ML
pipelines in various ways: (1) ML library vendors lack awareness of
the need to test the interactions between specific library versions
that could be concurrently deployed by a pipeline. (2) ML pipeline
developers lack advice on good and bad practices in ML pipeline
configuration. (3) Tool builders lack scientific criteria to recommend
appropriate versions of ML libraries to pipeline developers when
maintaining and evolving ML libraries.

To fill the knowledge gap, we conduct a large-scale empirical
study to understand the status quo of PLC issues. To facilitate
scalable analysis, we develop Piecer, which automatically generates
a set of pipeline variants by varying version combinations of ML
libraries and compares three aspects of performance inconsistencies:
execution time,memory usage, and prediction performance (precision
and recall). To understand the status quo of PLC issues, we leverage
Piecer to analyze 11,363 ML pipelines from various competition
categories on Kaggle platform. The pipelines utilize 112 popular
ML libraries. We investigate the pervasiveness and severity of PLC
issues in ML pipelines and analyze their root causes of inducing
performance inconsistencies. The main empirical findings are:

(1) We identify 601 library combinations commonly adopted by the
11,363 ML pipelines in our dataset.

(2) Among the 3,380 ML pipelines that we are able to deploy, 1,092
(32.3%) manifest significant performance inconsistencies on at
least one variant. We find that 399, 243 and 440 pipelines among
the deployable pipelines could achieve higher competition scores,
shorter execution time and lower memory usage, respectively,
using a different configuration of the library versions available
at the time of competition.

(3) By analyzing the historical evolution data of 577 defective APIs
that induce PLC issues, we identify four types of issue root causes.
Specifically, PLC issues exposed in 164 defective APIs are affected
by one library version. PLC issues in 3,720 pipeline variants are
caused by combinations of APIs from different library versions.
In summary, this paper makes four major contributions:

• An Infrastructure for analyzing ML library version impacts.
We developed an infrastructure, Piecer, to automatically gener-
ate pipeline variants with different ML library version combina-
tions and analyze their performance inconsistencies.

• An empirical study on the impacts of various ML library
version combinations. Leveraging Piecer, we conduct the first
empirical study to systematically explore the impacts on different
ML library version combinations and categorize the root causes
of inducing performance inconsistencies.

• A repository of defective APIs for detecting PLC issues. Based
on our empirical findings, we constructed a repository containing
164 defective APIs and 106 API combinations from 418 ML library
versions, which shed light on designing automated approaches
to detecting PLC issues. Based on the repository, we captured
PLC issues in 309 real-world ML pipelines.

Stages of ML Pipelines

Model 
Requirements (MR)

is the process of identifying the appropriate ML models
and suitable features

Data Collection
(DCO)

is the process of gathering and measuring information
from countless different sources

Data Cleaning
(DCL)

refers to identifying and correcting errors in the dataset
that may negatively impact a model

Data Labeling
(DL)

is the process of assigning ground truth labels to each
data record

Feature 
Engineering (FE)

helps in preparing, transforming, and extracting features
from raw data to provide the best inputs to a ML model

Model Training
(MT)

is a process in which a machine learning algorithm is fed
with training data from which it can learn

Model Evaluation 
(ME)

is the process of using different evaluation metrics to
understand a machine learning model's performance

Model Deployment 
(MD)

is the process of deploying a machine learning model in a
live environment

Model Monitoring 
(MM)

refers to the process of closely tracking the
performance of machine learning models in production

 Machine learning workflows are highly non-linear and contain several feedback loops. 

Figure 1: Description of the stages in ML pipeline

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Background

ML Libraries: Machine learning comprises several kinds of learn-
ing algorithms such as supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
deep learning, and reinforcement learning. To provide fast access
to these algorithms and facilitate the complicated data analysis
process, the open-source community developed two types of ML
libraries: ML frameworks and data science libraries. ML Frame-
works (e.g., Scikit-Learn [9] and PyTorch [7]) provide ready-made
algorithms and allow developers to easily apply ML-based solutions
to applications. Data science libraries provide data visualization (e.g.,
Matplotlib [4]), efficient data structures (e.g., Pandas [6]), scientific
computing functions (e.g., Numpy [5]) or other utilities.

ML Pipelines: The term pipeline corresponds to the pipes-and-
filter design pattern that decomposes the software architecture into
several stages with processing units (filters) and ordered connec-
tions (pipes). By the ML pipeline, we are referring to a nine-stage
pipeline that goes through data-oriented (collection, cleaning and
labeling) andmodel-oriented (model requirements, feature engi-
neering, training, evaluation, deployment, andmonitoring) stages.

Figure 1 explains each ML stage. According to the investigation
results in studies [49, 85], most performance issues or crashes oc-
curred in the DCO, DCL, FE, MT, and ME stages of ML pipelines.
The five stages are commonly implemented based on various ready-
made algorithms encapsulated in ML libraries.

2.2 Motivation

Since ML libraries rapidly evolve to add/remove/change features
and fix bugs, various version combinations may dramatically affect
pipelines’ performance. Figure 2 shows an illustrative example of a
PLC issue, which participates in the competitionMNIST [26] hosted
on Kaggle platform. This pipeline aims to identify digits from a
dataset of tens of thousands of handwritten images, leveraging
two TensorFlow APIs and eight Keras APIs to implement DCL
and MT stages, respectively. Interestingly, when using different
version combinations of TensorFlow and Keras, the categorization
accuracy of the pipeline varies from 0.559 to 0.997, leading to a
rise in competition ranking from 523𝑡ℎ to 1𝑠𝑡 . Even worse, some
version combinations cause crashes due to API-breaking changes.
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{Keras, Tensorflow}

Versions

Score

(AUC)
Ranking

Time 

(ms)

Memory

(MB)

{2.7.1, 2.7.0} Crash Crash Crash Crash

{2.4.3, 2.4.1} 0.768 522 1895.656 1244.446

{2.4.3, 2.3.1} 0.737 521 1882.099 1241.001

{2.4.3, 2.2.0} 0.559 523 1926.980 1248.518

{2.3.1, 2.4.1} Crash Crash Crash Crash

{2.3.1, 2.3.1} Crash Crash Crash Crash

{2.3.1, 2.2.0} 0.997 1 1877.330 1199.130

{2.3.1, 2.1.0} 0.997 1 1888.612 1202.602

{2.3.1, 2.0.0} Crash Crash Crash Crash

{2.3.1, 1.15.2} 0.997 1 1989.861 1194.425

{2.3.1, 1.14.0} 0.997 1 1853.423 1196.269

{2.3.1, 1.13.1} 0.997 1 1901.693 1183.123

0.559 523

Figure 2: An illustrative example of a PLC issue

Similar situations can be found in many issue reports. In the
𝑃𝐿𝐶 issue#20642 [31] of project Sklearn, a developer complained
that the execution time of API Sklearn.cluster.KMeans() in their
ML pipeline varies significantly when using different versions of
Numpy. This issue attracted 34 comments from experienced devel-
opers to diagnose the root causes and was linked to four similar
performance bugs induced byML library versions (i.e., scipy#15050,
Sklearn#21729, scipy#15129, and Sklearn#21808). The above ex-
amples motivate us to conduct a large-scale empirical study to
investigate the impacts of different combinations of ML library
versions on ML pipelines’ performances, which can shed light on
approaches for detecting or repairing PLC issues.

3 EMPIRICAL STUDY

Our study aims to answer the following three research questions:
• RQ1 (Common ML Library Combinations):What combina-
tions of ML libraries do developers commonly use? To answer
RQ1, we collect 11,363 published ML pipelines and analyze their
library usage to identify common library combinations.

• RQ2 (Impacts of Different ML Library Version Combina-

tions): Do different version combinations of ML libraries
affect pipelines’ performances? To answer RQ2, for each ML
pipeline, we generate a series of variants with differentML library
version combinations to inspect their performance inconsisten-
cies. In particular, we define the generation rules of ML library
version combinations, to systematically explore their impacts on
pipelines’ performances.

• RQ3 (Root Causes of Performance Inconsistencies): What
are the root causes of pipelines’ performance inconsisten-
cies when adopting different version combinations of ML
libraries? To answer RQ3, we consider the pipeline variants that
induce (1) significant performance inconsistencies, (2) crashes
and (3) NaN bugs as subjects, to analyze the corresponding root
causes and triggering conditions.

3.1 Piecer

To scale up the impact analysis of possible ML library version com-
binations on pipelines’ performances, we develop an infrastructure,
Piecer (PIpEline Configuration ExploRe), to automate such a pro-
cess. Figure 2 shows an overall architecture of Piecer. It mainly
consists of three components:
Component 1: Constructing ML Library Version Pool. For a
given ML pipeline, Piecer constructs a dependency pool 𝐷𝑝 =

{𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏1 ,𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏2 , · · · ,𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑛 } to collect all the installable version candi-
dates 𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑖 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, · · · , 𝑣𝑚} of referenced ML libraries 𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑖 . To
achieve this, it first parses the pipeline’s dependency management
script (Requirement.txt, Setup.py or METADATA) to identify all the
versions of direct dependencies that satisfy the specified version
constraints. For each version of direct dependency, it iteratively col-
lects the version constraints of the required transitive dependencies.
If a library 𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑖 corresponds to multiple version constraints, Piecer
considers their intersection as installable version candidates 𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑖 .
In the cases where a library 𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑖 is specified with incompatible
version constraints, we remove the versions of direct dependencies
that induce such dependency conflicts from 𝐷𝑝 .
Component 2: Generating Pipeline Variants with Different
ML Library Version Combinations. To explore the impacts of
library versions on a pipeline’s performance, Piecer generates
a set of pipeline variants with different version combinations of
ML libraries selected from our dependency pool 𝐷𝑝 . For a given
ML pipeline, it considers the newest versions of referenced ML
libraries as a version combination baseline. By defining a series
of comparison rules (see definitions in Section 3.5), Piecer generates
a set of ML library version combinations by varying the versions
of concerned libraries and keeping the remaining library versions
be consistent with the baseline.

According to the dependency resolution rules of Python build
tool pip, it installs the newest library versions from PyPI central
repository that satisfies the corresponding version constraint. To
enable the installation of an expected version combination of ML
libraries, Piecer customizes the dependency resolution rules of pip
to select our specified library version candidates (satisfying the
corresponding version constraints) from our dependency pool 𝐷𝑝 .
Component 3: Analyzing Performance Inconsistencies. For each
ML pipeline, Piecer runs the baseline and all the variants to check
their performance inconsistencies across various library version
combinations. It focuses on three aspects of performance inconsis-
tencies: execution time, memory usage, and evaluation metrics (e.g.,
Precision and Recall). Specifically, Piecer performs two tasks:
• Measuring performance inconsistencies: For each library API ref-
erenced by the pipeline, it leverages measurement functions to
capture the performance inconsistencies between the variant and
baseline. For example, Piecer adopts functions timeit.default_
timer(), tracemalloc.get_traced_memory() and pynvml.nvml
DeviceGet-MemoryInfo() to measure the execution time, and CPU
and GPU memory usage of the changed APIs, respectively. The
evaluation metrics can be implemented with the aid of functions
sklearn.metrics.accuracy_score() and sklearn.metrics.recall_score
(), etc. For the pipelines involving deep learningmodels, Piecer re-
trains the model to capture the impacts of library version changes
precisely. To reduce the interference of random factors, it runs
each pipeline five times and averages the outcomes.

• Recording the problematic library version combinations: Compared
with the baseline, Piecer records the library version combina-
tions (with the concerned APIs) that (1) induce significant perfor-
mance inconsistencies of pipelines (see definitions in Section 3.5);
(2) cause program crashes or NaN bugs, for further analysis.

3.2 Data Collection

We collected pipelines from Kaggle [2], the most popular crowd-
sourced platform for ML competitions. We select Kaggle pipelines
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Component 1
Constructing ML Library Version Pool

Input Component 2
Generating Pipeline Variants

Component 3
Analyzing Performance Changes

ML
pipelines

pipeline

sklearnpandas

numpy scipy

numpy

(≤1.2.4, ≥0.24.2) (≤ 1.0.1, ≥0.22)

（≥1.11.0)

(<1.23.0, ＞1.16.5)

(≤ 1.7.32, ≥1.3.0)

Library ML library version pool

pandas [‘1.2.4’, ‘1.1.5’, ‘1.0.5’, ‘0.25.3’, ‘0.24.2’]

sklearn [‘1.0.1’, ‘0.24.2’, ‘0.23.2’, ‘0.22.1’, ‘0.22’]

scipy ['1.7.3', '1.5.4', '1.5.2', '1.4.1', '1.3.1', '1.3.0'']

numpy ['1.19.5’,’1.18.5’,’1.17.4’]

Identifying the installable 
version candidates 

Baseline

Variant 1 Variant 2 Variant n...

Generating  pipeline variants with 
different library version combinations

Defining comparison rules

[‘pandas', ‘sklearn', ‘scipy’, ‘numpy']

Customizing pip’s dependency 
resolving rules

Combination 2: [‘0.24.2’, ‘0.22’, ‘1.7.3', ‘1.19.5']
…

pip
Combination 1: [‘1.2.4', ‘1.0.1’, ‘1.7.3', ‘1.19.5']

Output

Baseline
Defective 
library 
version 
combinations
with 
concerned 
APIs

Variant 1

Variant 2

Variant n

...

Performance changes

Memory

Execution 
time

Evaluation 
metrics

Crashes

NaN bugs

The newest versions of ML libraries

Application of 
Empirical Findings

Repository of 
defective APIs

<{API1 from lib1, 
API2 from lib2}, 

{lib1 > version 2.0, 
lib2 > version 3.4}, 
Lower Accuracy>
Repository of defective 

APIs sheds light on 
designing automated 

approaches to detecting 
PLC issues

Figure 3: The overall architecture of Piecer (Repository of defective APIs is described in Section 4)

as subjects to conduct our empirical study for four reasons: (1)
all the ML pipelines in a competition correspond to the unified
evaluation metrics for ranking, which enable us to compare the
outcomes across different combinations of library versions; (2) each
pipeline provides its corresponding source code and dataset, which
facilitate our reproduction; (3) competitions in Kaggle platform
cover a wide range of domains and techniques, which guarantee
the diversity of ML tasks; (4) the small size pipelines on Kaggle
have few interference factors (e.g., environmental dependencies),
which enables our analysis for the root causes of PLC issues. We did
not select open-source large-scale ML pipelines as subjects, because
they rarely provide (1) detailed training steps in documentation, (2)
complete datasets, and (3) all the required dependencies. Therefore,
we face challenges on deploying the complex pipelines. However,
the common ML library version combinations identified in Kaggle
pipelines are also adopted by large-scale ML pipelines (see statistics
in Section 4). As such, the empirical findings identified in Kaggle
pipelines can scale to more complex ML-based projects.

We collected the ML pipelines from Kaggle competitions that
satisfy three criteria. First, the competitions were hosted in the
last three years (from Jan 1, 2019 to Jul 31, 2021). The search re-
turned 168 competitions that involve 14,772 pipelines. Second, we
only kept the competitions that contain more than 100 competing
pipelines (i.e., popularity). Third, the pipelines should depend on
more than three ML libraries, including both ML frameworks and
data science libraries (i.e., complexity). With the above process, we
finally obtained 11,363 pipelines from 42 competitions.

In total, our collected pipelines depend on 112 ML libraries, in-
cluding 23 ML frameworks and 89 data science libraries. Among
them, the top five most frequently used libraries are Pandas (13,054),
Sklearn (7,821),Numpy (6,967), Tensorflow (3,279) and PyTorch (2,836).
Figure 4 shows the demographics of the 112 ML libraries. On
average, each ML library has 29,156±338 downstream projects,
4,094,010±3,285 monthly downloads, 7,460±121 stars, and 603±45
issues and 4,358±198 commits in their GitHub repositories. Accord-
ing to a ranked list of awesome ML libraries provided by a popular
GitHub project (updated weekly) [8], the 112 libraries cover 25
categories (including image & video processing, etc.). The above
statistics demonstrate that theML libraries used inKaggle pipelines
are also widely used in large amounts of open-source ML pipelines,
indicating their representativeness.

3.3 RQ1: Common ML Library Combinations

Study Methodology. A combination of ML libraries are typically
used in certain stages of ML pipeline workflows [38]. To granularly
identify common library combinations, we analyze the library usage
in pipeline workflow stages. Specifically, we perform two tasks in

(a) the 112 ML libraries used by collected pipelines

(b) demographics of the 112 ML libraries

#Libraries in pipelines #Downstream projects 

#Downloads #Stars

#Issues #Commits

Figure 4: Description of the stages in ML pipeline

Table 1: Occurrences of ML library combinations in the pipelines

Occurrences DCO DCL FE MT ME Data Oriented
Stages

Model Oriented
Stages

[1,10) 125 80 386 425 23 2,124 641
[10,50) 34 13 66 60 5 161 73
[50,100) 10 6 9 8 0 18 16
[100,500) 2 11 16 14 2 11 21
[500,∞) 4 1 2 5 1 2 4
Avg 59 90 21 20 275 5 14

#Common 16 13 55 56 2 372 87
†Data Oriented Stages = DCO + DCL + FE; Model Oriented Stages = MT + ME.
Avg denotes the average occurrences of ML library combinations in each stage;
#Common denotes the number of common library combinations;
We consider a library combination is commonly adopted by ML pipelines
if its occurrences in each stage is above Avg.

the investigation: (1) Leveraging Jedi [3], a static analysis tool for
Python, we located 8,853 unique ML library APIs invoked by our
collected 11,363 pipelines. (2) Two authors of this paper assigned
label of workflow stages for each ML library API. The labels were
assigned based on the code comments in ML pipelines for stating
the API usage, or the description of the package (or sub-package),
in which the API was declared. For example, we considered API
xgboost.score() worked in the ME stage, since its declaration was
accompanied by a explanatory code comment “#Evaluate model
performance” in the ML pipeline. We did not assign labels for the
APIs that (i) did not have a description in its package or (ii) the
two authors could not reach a consensus on the descriptions. We
employed Cohen’s Kappa [73] to measure the consistencies between
the two authors. If the Kappa value was less than 0.9, the authors
needed to discuss to resolve disagreements. This iterative process
would stop once the Kappa value was equal to or greater than 0.9,
indicating substantial agreement. Eventually, we obtained 7,983
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Table 2: Statistics of top 5 common ML library combinations in single-stage

Data COllection Data CLeaning Feature Engineering Model Training Model Evaluation
Rank Combinations Occurrences Combinations Occurrences Combinations Occurrences Combinations Occurrences Combinations Occurrences
1 Pandas 3,858 Numpy 1,745 Sklearn 1,295 Sklearn 1,503 Sklearn 5,940
2

Numpy, Pandas,
PyTorch 807 PyTorch 428 Numpy 701 Tensorflow 1,422 Tensorflow 284

3 Pandas, PyTorch 553 Nltk 358 Keras 385 PyTorch 993 Sklearn, Tensorflow 258
4 Nltk, Pandas 521 Tensorflow 332 Tensorflow 359 Keras 851 Keras, Sklearn 12
5

OpenCV, Numpy,
Pandas, PyTorch 487 Pandas 277 Pandas 357 Lightgbm 519 Pytorch-lightning,

Sklearn 11
†The top common ML library combinations in multi-stages are provided on our website http://piecer-plc.github.io

labeled ML library APIs. The labelling process took two months
for the two authors who have over two years ML development
experience to analyze and perform cross validation. We released
the dataset on the website for public scrutiny.
Results. By inspecting the 7,983 labeled ML library APIs, we ob-
served that the pipelines from Kaggle platform only involved five
stages of workflows: DCO, DCL, FE, MT, ME. As aforementioned,
recent empirical studies [49, 85] revealed that the majority of per-
formance issues or crashes occurred in the five stages. In our study,
we focus on these core stages of pipeline workflows, to identify
their common combinations of library usage.

Table 1 summarizes the occurrences of ML library combinations
in the single-stage/multi-stages of pipelineworkflows.We identified
176, 112 and 32 library combinations in the DCO, DCL and ME
stages, respectively. Since the open-source community provides
various solutions to help developers extract critical features from
raw data and automatically train their ML models, 480 and 513
library combinations were identified in the FE andMT stages of our
collected pipelines. Our results reveal that 16/176, 13/112, 55/480,
56/513 and 2/32 of library combinations were commonly adopted
by the majority of ML pipelines to implement DCO, DCL, FE, MT
andME stages, respectively (occurrences ≥ Avg). The combinations
may include both ML frameworks and data science libraries. Table 2
illustrates the top 5 common library combinations in single-stage.
For example, 3,858 pipelines use Pandas in DCO stage, while 807
pipelines combines Numpy, Pandas with PyTorch for data collection.

As shown in Table 1, during the synthesis of the data oriented
stages (DCO, DCL and FE), we identified the use of 2,316 library
combinations. 372 out of the 2,316 combinations occurred in more
than five pipelines. We also identified 755 ways of implementing
model oriented stages (MT andME) using combinations of libraries.
87 of them were commonly used in our collected pipelines. The
top common ML library combinations used in multi-stages are
provided on our website. We observed that 1,134 pipelines adopts
a combination of Pandas, Numpy and Sklearn for data oriented
stages. 725 pipelines combine TensorFlow with Sklearn for modeling
oriented stages.
Answer to RQ1: We identified 16, 13, 55, 56 and 2 common ML library
combinations in the DCO, DCL, FE, MT and ME stages, respectively. In
the data oriented stages (DCO, DCL and FE) and model oriented stages
(MT and ME), we identified 372 and 87 common ML library combinations,
respectively. Such common ML library combinations are adopted by the
majority of ML pipelines.

3.4 RQ2: Impacts of Different ML Library

Version Combinations

Study Methodology. We present the study methodology of RQ2 in
three aspects: Subject selection, Generation rules of library version
combinations and Experiment setup.

Subject selection. Since each pipeline corresponds to a series of
variants, the comparison experiment is time-consuming and would
take lots of machine resources. To guarantee the feasibility of our
RQ2 study, we set three filter conditions to select subjects from our
collected 11,363 pipelines:
• 1,490 pipelines that do not use common ML library combinations
in the single- or multi-stages are filtered out.

• 4,299 pipelines that involve the private datasets (not published
on Kaggle) are filtered out.

• 157 pipelines that use the private libraries (could not be found
from PyPI or GitHub repositories) are filtered out.

• We restrict the dataset size of pipelines to 100GB. 2,037 pipelines
are filtered out according to this condition.
Eventually, we obtained 3,380 pipelines, involving 13 ML frame-

works and 77 data science libraries. The 90 ML libraries cover 80.4%
of popular ones we presented in Figure 4.
Generation rules of library version combinations.We deployed
Component 1 of Piecer to take each pipeline as an input to construct
a dependency pool 𝐷𝑝 = {𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏1 ,𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏2 , · · · ,𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑛 }, by collecting all
the installable version candidates of the referenced ML libraries. To
reduce the computation complexity, in our study, we only consid-
ered popular versions of each ML library in𝐷𝑝 that are widely used
by downstream users (the popularity of library versions are pro-
vided on Libraries.io website). Leveraging Component 2 of Piecer,
we generate a set of pipeline variants with different ML library
version combinations. To this end, we define two generation rules
of ML library version combinations, to systematically explore their
impacts on pipelines’ performances:
• Rule 1: Varying version combinations of ML libraries in the single-
stage: For a given ML pipeline, Piecer iteratively varies the
version combinations of ML libraries used in each workflow
stage (DCO, DCL, FE, MT and ME), while keeps the remaining
libraries to be the newest versions in our dependency pool 𝐷𝑝 .
Let 𝐿 = {𝐿𝑖𝑏1, 𝐿𝑖𝑏2, · · · , 𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑚} be a ML library combination
(direct dependencies) used in a certain workflow stage. Each
library 𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑖 ∈ 𝐿 corresponds to a set of version candidates
𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑖 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, · · · , 𝑣𝑡 } in our dependency pool 𝐷𝑝 . Piecer de-
termines a set of version combinations of ML libraries used in a
certain workflow stage as 𝐿𝑉 = 𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏1 ×𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏2 · · · ×𝑉𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑚 , where
𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑖 ∈ 𝐿 and the symbol “×” denotes Cartesian product.

• Rule 2: Varying version combinations of ML libraries in the multi-
stages: Piecer iteratively varies the version combinations of ML
libraries used in data-oriented stages (DCO, DCL and FE) and
model-oriented stages (MT and ME), while keeps the remaining
libraries to be the newest versions in our dependency pool 𝐷𝑝 .
Let 𝐿𝑉 (𝐷𝐶𝑂), 𝐿𝑉 (𝐷𝐶𝐿), 𝐿𝑉 (𝐹𝐸), 𝐿𝑉 (𝑀𝑇 ) and 𝐿𝑉 (𝑀𝐸) be the
sets of installable version combinations of ML libraries used
in DCO, DCL, FE, MT and ME workflow stages, respectively
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Table 3: Statistics of pipeline variants generated by Piecer

#Variants generated by Rule 1 #Variants generated by Rule 2
#Pipeline #Variant

DCO DCL FE MT ME
Data

oriented
Model
oriented

Overall
architecture

3,380 74,373 357 447 867 4,333 530 12,741 21,359 33,639
†We filtered out the overlapping pipeline variants generated by Rules 1 and 2

(generated based on Rule 1). Piecer determines the ML library
version combinations in the multi-stages as follows: (1) Data-
oriented stages: 𝐿𝑉 (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎) = 𝐿𝑉 (𝐷𝐶𝑂) × 𝐿𝑉 (𝐷𝐶𝐿) × 𝐿𝑉 (𝐹𝐸).
(2) Model-oriented stages: 𝐿𝑉 (𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙) = 𝐿𝑉 (𝑀𝑇 ) × 𝐿𝑉 (𝑀𝐸). (3)
Overall architecture: 𝐿𝑉 (𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙) = 𝐿𝑉 (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎) × 𝐿𝑉 (𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙).
Table 3 shows the statistics of pipeline variants. In total, Piecer

generated 74,373 variants for the 3,380 pipelines, based on the
generation rules of library version combinations. On average, each
pipeline corresponds to 22±8 variants.
Experiment setup. For a ML pipeline, Piecer considers the newest
versions of referenced ML libraries as a version combination base-
line. Using Component 3, we run the baseline and all its correspond-
ing variants, to capture the performance inconsistencies. Based on
confidence interval analysis [57], we consider the library version
combinations induce performance inconsistencies, if:

∃𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑏 | 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑣 ∉ [𝑥 − 𝑧 𝑠√
𝑛
, 𝑥 + 𝑧 𝑠√

𝑛
] (1)

where 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑏 and 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑣 denote the execution time, memory
usage or competition scores of baseline and a pipeline variant, re-
spectively; 𝑥 and 𝑠 are the average value and standard deviation
of 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑣 , respectively; 𝑛 denotes the total number of pipeline
variants. According to the parameter setting and 𝑧 table provided
in approach [80], we calculate the 99.9% confidence interval of the
mean and the 𝑧 value is taken as 3.29053. Note that, competition
scores (e.g., Precision and Recall) are the metrics provided by Kaggle
for evaluating the pipelines’ outcomes.

We use Cohen’s 𝑑 [35] to measure how far the performance
inconsistent outcomes exceed the confidence interval. According to
formula (2), we divide the outcomes into two groups: performance
inconsistency group and normal group. Cohen’s𝑑 is used to describe
the standardized mean difference between two group means.

𝑑 =
𝑥1 − 𝑥2√︂

(𝑛1−1)𝑠2
1+(𝑛2−1)𝑠2

2 )
𝑛1+𝑛2−2

(2)

In this formula, 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are the mean values of performance in-
consistency group and normal group, respectively; 𝑛𝑖 is the sample
size (i.e., number of outcomes in each group), and 𝑠𝑖 is the sample
variance of each group. According to approach [66], Cohen’s 𝑑 in-
terprets effect sizes in the meta-analysis: small effect = 0.2 - 0.5;
medium effect = 0.5 - 0.8; large effect = 0.8 and higher. In our study,
we consider the outcomes with large effect size as the significant
performance inconsistencies induced by pipeline variants.

Our study is conducted on three machines with the same config-
uration: Intel Xeon Silver 4110 machine with 128GB RAM, Ubuntu
16.04.7 LTS, and two NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs. The comparison
experiments took about eight months for three authors of this paper
to deploy and run the 74,373 variants of 3,380 pipelines.
Results. Among the 3,380 pipelines, 1,092 (32.3%) manifest signif-
icant performance inconsistencies on at least one variant. 42,488
and 536 variants (involving 2,323 pipelines) induce program crashes
and NaN bugs, respectively.

Figure 5 and Table 4 summarize the performance inconsistencies
of the 1,092 pipelines. We can observe that:
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Figure 5: Performance inconsistencies: Baseline v.s. Variants

Table 4: Performance inconsistencies: Baseline v.s. Variants
Competition Score Execution Time Memory Usage #Pipeline #Variants

⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 141 596
⇑ ⇑ ⇓ 97 318
⇑ ⇓ ⇑ 158 742
⇑ ⇓ ⇓ 125 471
⇑ ⇓ - 143 404
⇑ ⇑ - 128 367
⇓ ⇑ ⇑ 144 570
⇓ ⇑ ⇓ 115 329
⇓ ⇓ ⇑ 184 960
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ 151 526
⇓ ⇓ - 154 406
⇓ ⇑ - 125 346
⇑ - - 249 587
⇓ - - 275 614
- ⇑ - 465 1,535
- ⇓ - 597 1,566
- - ⇑ 644 2,488
- - ⇓ 652 2,422

“⇑/⇓” denotes that at least one pipeline variant achieves better/worse
performance than the baseline; “-” denotes unchanged performances.

Table 5: Impacts of library versions on competition ranking

#pipeline variants that affect competition rankings

Competitions
Rise
/Fall

R
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R
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0%
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R
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0%
–7

0%

R
:7

0%
–8

0%

R
:8

0%
–9

0%

R
:9

0%
–1

00
%

↑ 219 5 2 3 17 2 0 0 0 0Competition 1 [14] ↓ 262 0 7 124 0 32 22 0 0 0
↑ 184 67 29 15 3 1 0 1 0 0Competition 2 [16] ↓ 120 38 20 30 8 22 16 5 0 0
↑ 142 38 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Competition 3 [17] ↓ 77 21 18 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
↑ 705 17 0 0 0 8 0 2 6 0Competition 4 [18] ↓ 677 35 9 2 0 7 12 0 0 0
↑ 1,144 62 4 13 10 12 35 18 1 0

Competition 5 [19] ↓ 1,230 218 81 59 87 110 145 238 45 0
↑ 126 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Competition 6 [20] ↓ 52 0 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
↑ 188 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 11 0Competition 7 [21] ↓ 348 14 10 16 0 1 0 0 0 0
↑ 54 23 18 11 12 0 0 0 0 0Competition 8 [22] ↓ 59 17 5 1 0 4 3 1 0 0
↑ 24 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Competition 9 [23] ↓ 14 2 2 0 24 0 0 3 0 0
↑ 4 2 3 0 0 0 0 55 0 0Competition 10 [15] ↓ 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

R = (Rank𝑏 - Rank𝑣 ) / Rank𝑏 , where Rank𝑏 and Rank𝑣 are competition rankings of the
baseline and variant, respectively.

• For 399, 243 and 440 pipelines, changing the version combina-
tions of ML libraries from the baselines (i.e., the newest versions)
could achieve better performances in competition scores, execu-
tion time and memory usage, respectively. The variants of 109
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Table 6: Statistics of the ML libraries whose varied versions significantly affect pipelines’ performances

#Problematic APIsMetrics Type ML Libraries × #pipelines DCO DCL FE MT ME

Baseline better Pandas × 1, Opencv-python × 1, Nltk × 1, Numpy × 1, Torchvision × 1, Autokeras × 1
Catboost × 2, Sklearn × 39, Keras × 52,Tensorflow × 72 6 3 20 109 6

Competition Score
Baseline worse Pandas × 1, Transformers × 1, Opencv-python × 2, Numpy × 2, Sklearn × 9, Keras × 12,

Tensorflow × 24 5 4 11 61 4

Baseline better
Scipy × 3, Sklearn × 135, Opencv-python × 18, Nltk × 31, Category_encoders × 13, Numpy × 12
Pandas × 10, Gensim × 3, Transformers × 11, Catboost × 40, Xgboost × 63, TensorFlow × 191
Lightgbm × 58, Keras × 146, Spacy × 22

15 22 80 348 28

Execution Time
Baseline worse Autokeras × 1, Torchvision × 3, Numpy × 7, Opencv-python × 7, Catboost × 9, Nltk × 12

Pandas × 18, Keras × 682, Tensorflow × 789, Sklearn × 795 5 14 42 159 14

Baseline better Optuna × 1, Spacy × 1, Catboost × 1, Transformers × 2,Numpy × 2, Nltk × 2, Pytorch × 3
Lightgbm × 3, Pandas × 4, Keras × 4, Xgboost × 5, Sklearn × 11,Tensorflow × 14 4 9 16 92 6Memory Usage

Baseline worse Keras × 1, Numpy × 1, Xgboost × 1, Pandas × 2, Sklearn × 3 3 4 3 7 5

#pipeline denotes the number of pipelines that adopt the ML libraries.

pipeline manifested over 50% of performance differences com-
pared with the baselines. For example, CFEC#1254 [11] adopts the
APIs of library Sklearn sklearn.neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier()
and sklearn.naive_bayes.GaussianNB() in MT workflow stage.
Combining older version Sklearn 0.19.2 with other ML libraries’
newest versions, the pipeline achieves significant improvement
in execution time and memory usage, compared with the baseline
(22.6s & 409.8MB v.s. 451.2s & 2,337.9MB).

• For 252, 340 and 209 pipelines, the baselines outperform all the
other ML library version combinations in competition scores, ex-
ecution time and memory usage, respectively. In 496 pipelines,
the newest versions of ML libraries manifested over 50% of per-
formance differences, compared with the average outcomes of
variants. For example, TPS-#839 [32] uses the API of library Cat-
boost Catboost.CatBoostRegressor() in MT workflow stage. The
baseline significantly outperforms the other pipeline variants in
execution time (14.0s v.s. 141.6s).

• As shown in Table 4, compared with baselines, the variants
of 1,057 pipelines achieved gain on certain performance met-
rics, with a drop of other ones. The variants of 141 and 151
pipelines manifest an overall rise and fall in performance metrics,
respectively. . . . . .The. . . . . . . . .results. . . . . . . . . . .indicate. . . . . .that . .a. . . . . . . . . . . . . .significant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .proportion . . .of
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .performance. . . . . . . . . . .changes. . . . .are. . . . .the. . . . . . . .issues. . . . . . . . . . . .deserved. . . . . . . . . .further. . . . . . . . . . . . . .investiga-
. . . . . . .tions,. . . . . . . . .rather . . . . . .than. . . . . . . . . . . . .trade-offs. . . . . . . . . . . .between . . . . . . . . . . .different. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .measurements.
In general, ML pipelines with different library combinations

more easily induce significant inconsistencies of execution time and
memory usage. 60.0% of 653 pipelines still manifest the inconsis-
tencies of competition scores on the variants. Table 5 illustrates ten
competitions whose rankings (determined by competition scores)
can be affected by changing the ML library versions in pipelines.
Interestingly, we observed that the rankings in Competitions 5 [19],
9 [23] and 10 [15] even changed dramatically on the pipeline vari-
ants. For example, among the 4,668 variants generated by Piecer
for the 249 pipelines in Competitions 5 [19], 1,299 and 2,213 variants
can cause the rise and fall in ranking, respectively. In particular,
MNIST#85 [27] moved up from 201th to 5th place in the ranking,
after changing the versions of libraries keras 2.7.0 and tensorflow
2.7.0 to keras 2.3.1 and tensorflow 2.1.1, respectively.

Piecer exposed PLC issues in 37 ML libraries, involving 890
APIs. Table 6 shows statistics of the ML libraries whose versions
significantly affect pipelines’ performances. We can observe that:
• The defective ML libraries include both ML frameworks and
data science libraries. For each ML library, a proportion of APIs
perform best in the newest versions, while the other APIs achieve
the optimal performances in their old versions. For example,
TensorFlow provides 41, 125 and 65 APIs whose newest versions
negatively affect the pipelines’ competition scores, execution time

andmemory usage, respectively. Besides, the three metrics reward
the 200 APIs of TensorFlow in the newest versions.

• Among the five workflow stages, MT involves the most library
APIs (479 APIs from 22 libraries) that can induce PLC issues into
892 ML pipelines.

Answer to RQ2: Among the 3,380 deployable ML pipelines, 1,092 (32.3%)
manifest significant performance inconsistencies on at least one variant.
For 399, 243 and 440 pipelines, changing the version combinations of ML
libraries from the baselines (i.e., the newest versions) could achieve better
performances in competition scores, execution time and memory usage,
respectively. For 252, 340 and 209 pipelines, the baselines outperform all
the other ML library version combinations in competition scores, execution
time and memory usage, respectively.
Implication: Due to the version constraints between dependencies, or
the limitations of the installation environment, various library version
combinations are likely to be adopted in ML pipelines. Understanding their
impacts on pipeline performances helps developers avoid PLC issues.

3.5 RQ3: Root Causes of Performance

Inconsistencies

Study Methodology. To further analyze the root causes of PLC
issues, we randomly sampled: (a) 294 out of the 1,092 pipelines
that induced significant performance inconsistencies after varying
library versions, (b) 329 out of the 2,276 pipelines causing crashes,
and (c) 42 out of the 47 pipelines inducing NaN bugs. This sampling
approach [53] guarantees that the root causes distilled from the
sampled pipelines can be generalized to the whole dataset with a
95% confidence level and a 5% confidence interval. Specifically, we
performed four tasks as follows.
• For each pipeline variant, we identified a collection of ML library
APIs 𝐴 = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, · · · , 𝑎𝑛} that induced PLC issues, using Com-
ponent 3 of Piecer. Let 𝑎1 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 be the ML library version that
contains API 𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝐴. In total, we obtained 577 APIs from 452
library versions in the 19,048 pipeline variants.

• We performed an in-depth analysis on defective APIs by inspect-
ing their historical evolution data across the ML library versions,
including release notes, issues, code commits and code comments
(on GitHub repositories). To understand whether the PLC issue of
an API 𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝐴 was affected by a combination of library versions,
we divided the APIs into two groups:
– Group 1: We consider a PLC issue is induced by the indi-
vidual library, if it satisfies: (1) the issue is exposed in API
𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝐴; (2) among the library versions used by the pipeline
variant, only 𝑎𝑖 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 is inconsistent with that in baseline. 295
APIs 𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝐴 inducing PLC issues in 9,055 pipeline variants fall
into Group 1. We considered the PLC issues were induced by
the evolution of library 𝑎𝑖 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 , and focused on its historical
data for inspection.
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Figure 6: Usage patterns of defective library version combinations

– Group 2: As shown in Figure 6, we divided the PLC issues
induced by combinations of library versions into two types:
Type A. Suppose a pipeline variant directly uses APIs 𝑎𝑖 and
𝑎 𝑗 from different ML libraries, and 𝑎𝑖 transitively invokes the
APIs from library 𝑎 𝑗 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 . We consider a PLC issue is induced
by indirect dependency interference, if it satisfies: (1) the
issue is exposed in API 𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝐴; (2) among the library versions
used by the pipeline variant, only 𝑎 𝑗 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 is inconsistent with
that in baseline. We then consider {𝑎𝑖 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 , 𝑎 𝑗 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 } is a defec-
tive library version combination. For the 98 defective APIs in
3,799 pipeline variants falling into Type A, we inspected their
historical evolution data.
Type B. Type B. Suppose APIs 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎𝑘 , · · · , 𝑎𝑢 and 𝑎𝑖 from
different libraries are orderly connected by a pipeline, and the
outcomes of APIs 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎𝑘 , · · · , 𝑎𝑢 can affect the inputs of 𝑎𝑖 . We
consider a PLC issue is induced by data flow interference, if
it satisfies: (1) the issue is exposed in API 𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝐴; (2) among
the library versions used by the pipeline variant, only 𝑎 𝑗 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣
is inconsistent with that in baseline; (3) 𝑎𝑖 does not invoke
APIs from 𝑎 𝑗 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 . We then consider {𝑎 𝑗 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 , 𝑎𝑘 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 , · · · ,
𝑎𝑢 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 , 𝑎𝑖 .𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 } is a defective library version combination. We
inspected the historical evolution data of defective API 𝑎 𝑗 and
analyzed the impacts of defective library version combination.

• We followed an open coding procedure [36], a widely-used ap-
proach for qualitative research, to distill and categorize the root
causes of performance inconsistencies. Initially, two authors of
this paper, who had over two years ML development experience,
independently analyzed the release notes, issues, code commits
and code comments of 577 defective APIs across the library ver-
sions in variant and baseline. After the first round of analysis
and labeling, the two authors gathered to compare and discuss
their results, in order to adjust the taxonomy, with the help of a
third author to resolve conflicts. In this manner, we constructed
the pilot taxonomy. This led to a more clear-cut labeling strategy.
Next, the first two authors continued to label the root causes of
the remaining 306 APIs’ performance inconsistencies and itera-
tively refined the results. The conflicts of labeling were further
discussed during meetings and resolved by the third author. We
adjusted the pilot taxonomy and obtained the final results.

• For each defective API, we identified all the pipeline variants that
use it from the same library version, to further inspect whether
they have similar performance inconsistencies. Such inspections
helped us understand the triggering conditions of PLC issues.

Results. For the 577 defective APIs, we identified the root causes
of PLC issues by analyzing related library release notes, issues and

code commits. We identified four common root causes that can
arise in two scenarios: performance impacts induced by individual
library and induced by library version combinations.
Performance impacts induced by individual ML library. PLC
issues of 164 defective APIs were affected by one library version.
The issues share four common root causes below.
• API Optimization (96/164 = 58.5%). For 96 defective APIs, we
found descriptions in the historical evolution data for declaring
the optimization for hardware support, data processing, and cal-
culations, etc. For example, in NLPDT#plyger [29], the memory
usage of API Transformers.trainer() is changed from 2MB to
91MB, when downgrading library Transformers to 4.11.3 or
lower versions. In commit log 7a0adbb [13], developers stated
that they added support for gradient checkpointing in BERT since
Transformers 4.12.0 for optimizing memory performance. The
API optimization results in the improvement of execution time
(36/96), memory usage (32/96) and competition scores (28/96).
On average, the library versions containing non-optimized APIs
still have 45,647 monthly downloads in PyPI.

• Default Hyperparameter Changes (16/164 = 9.8%). For 16 de-
fective APIs, developers added, deleted, or changed the values of
default hyperparameters for training ML models, leading to per-
formance inconsistencies across different library versions. The
above clues can be located in the historical evolution data of
libraries. For example, the release note [30] of library Sklearn
0.22.0 states that developers change a default hyperparameter
’gamma’ in API Sklearn.svm.SVC(). We observed that the accu-
racy of MNIST#85 [27] rose from 0.143 to 0.986 after upgrading
Sklearn to 0.22.0 or higher versions.
The symptoms of changing default hyperparameters are mani-
fested as the improvement of execution time (5/16), memory us-
age (7/16), competition scores (2/16) or causeNaN bugs (2/16). For
each API with changed default hyperparameters, all the pipeline
variants using it could reproduce the symptoms of performance
changes, in the cases that developers did not customize the argu-
ments. However, such library versions with poor performances
still have 905,851 monthly downloads on average.

• Technical Debts (5/164 = 3%). For 5 defective APIs, we found
declarations in their code comments stating that there are techni-
cal debts in the old library versions. Developers either considered
them as experimental APIs or incomplete implementations. For
example, in the code comments of API Sklearn.ensemble.HistGra-
dientBoostingClassifier(), developers explained that they improved
this experimental API since Sklearn 0.24.2. We observed that
the memory usage of CFECII#385 [12] reduced from 105MB to
55MB, after upgrading Sklearn to 0.24.2 or higher versions.
The symptoms of technical debts are manifested in the bad perfor-
mance of execution time (2/5), memory usage (2/5) or competition
scores (1/5) . By inspection, for each API with technical debts,
all the pipeline variants adopting it could manifest the similar
performance changes. This means that such PLC issues can be
easily triggered if any ML pipeline uses our identified defective
APIs. On average, the above library versions with technical debts
have 589,3827 monthly downloads.

• API Breaking Changes (47/164 = 28.7%). For 47 defective APIs,
developers introduced breaking changes (i.e., API addition, re-
moval and signature changes) during library evolution. They
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induced 41,204 crashes and 492 NaN bugs in the pipeline vari-
ants. Digging out the above API breaking changes in the popular
library versions can help developers avoid compatibility issues.

Performance impacts induced by ML library version combina-
tions. According to the definition of Types A and B issues in Group
2, . . . .for . . . . .the . . . . . . . . . . .defective. . . . . . . . . .library. . . . . . . . . .version . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .combinations,. . . . .the . . . . . .root . . . . . . . . .causes . . .of
. . . . . . . . . . .problems. . . . . . .may. . . . . . .arise. . . . . . .from. . . . . .one . . . . .ML. . . . . . . . . . .library, . . . . .but. . . . .the. . . . . . .PLC . . . . . . . .issues . . . . .are
. . . . . . . . . .actually. . . . . . . . . .exposed. . .in. . . . .the . . . . . .APIs . . . . . .from. . . . . . .other. . . . . . . . . . . .libraries, . . . .due. . .to. . . . .the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .interactions
. . . . . . . . . .between. . . . . . . . . . .libraries. . .in. . . . .the . . . . . . . . . . . .pipelines. By inspecting historical evolution
data of the concerned defective APIs, we observed that the root
causes can be API Optimization, Default Hyperparameter Changes,
Technical Debts or API Breaking Changes. In total, we identified PLC
issues in 3,720 pipeline variants that are affected by 106 defective
API combinations from different ML library versions.
• Type A: Indirect Dependency Interference (41/106 = 38.7%). We
located 41 Type A library version combinations, involving 57
APIs from 10 ML libraries. 2,511 pipeline variants adopting the
defective library version combinations manifested the poor per-
formance of execution time (15/41), memory usage (11/41), com-
petition scores (5/41) or induced crashes (7/41) and NaN bugs
(3/41). For example, pipeline CFEC#1211 [10] directly depends on
ML libraries {Sklearn 1.0.1, Pandas 0.25.0} in the MT stage. The
pipeline invokes API Sklearn.logisticRegression(), which transi-
tively depends on API Pandas.rolling() from library Pandas.
We observed the memory usage of Sklearn.logisticRegression()
changed from 593MB to 1,329MB after downgrading Pandas
to version 0.24.2. After investigation, we found an issue Pan-
das#25893 [25] that API Pandas.rolling() suffered from memory
bugs in Pandas 0.24.2. The combination of Sklearn and Pan-
das is used by 19,774 pipelines on Kaggle and 1,616 of them
invoke Sklearn.linear_model.logisticRegression(). Such defective
versions are liable to induce PLC issues.

• Type B: Data Flow Interference (65/106 = 61.3%).We located 96 Type
B library version combinations from 4,972 pipeline variants, in-
volving 121 APIs from 15ML libraries. The above defective library
version combinations caused inferior performance of execution
time (24/96), memory usage (16/96), competition scores (19/96) or
induced crashes (3/96) andNaN bugs (3/96). For example, pipeline
NLPDT#785 [28] invokes APIs Nltk.stem.porter.PorterStemmer(),
Sklearn.extraction. text.TfidfVectorizer() and Catboost.CatBoost
Classifier() from libraries {Nltk 3.6, Sklearn 1.0.1, Catboost
1.0.3}. The outcomes of former two APIs can affect the inputs of
Catboost.CatBoostClassifier() via data flow interactions in the
pipeline, while the former two APIs are not invoked by the latter
one. After downgrading Nltk to version 3.5, we observed the ex-
ecution time of Catboost.CatBoostClassifier() varied from 16s to
36s. The combination of Nltk, Sklearn and Catboost is adopted
by 310 pipelines on Kaggle, 42% of them invoked the concerned
three APIs. Such PLC issues can be easily triggered since the
buggy version Nltk 3.5 has 831,749 monthly downloads.

Answer to RQ3: By analyzing the historical evolution data of 577 defective
APIs, we identified four types of essential root causes of inducing PLC issues.
PLC issues exposed in 164 defective APIs are affected by one library version.
PLC issues in 3,720 pipeline variants are caused by combinations of APIs
from different library versions.
Implication: Future research may focus on designing approaches to de-
tecting and repairing PLC issues by automatically mining and monitoring
the evolution of defective ML library APIs.

4 APPLICATION OF EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

Repository of Defective APIs. Let a 3-tuple 𝐷 =< 𝐴, 𝐿𝑉 , 𝑃 >

be a defective API (combination) whose invocation(s) potentially
trigger PLC issues, where 𝐴 denotes the signature(s) of API (com-
bination); 𝐿𝑉 denotes the defective library version range; 𝑃 de-
notes the aspects of performance changes (e.g., execution time,
memory usage and Precision). For example, < {Nltk.𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚.𝑝𝑜𝑟 -
𝑡𝑒𝑟 .𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟 (),Catboost.𝐶𝑎𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑟 ()}, {Catboo-
st = 1.0.3,Nltk = 3.5}, 𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 > denotes an API combina-
tion ofNltk.𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚. 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 .𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟 () andCatboost.𝐶𝑎𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑜
𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑟 () in libraries Catboost 1.0.3 and Nltk 3.5, respectively,
which achieves worse performance in execution time. Based on our
empirical findings in RQs1-3, we construct a repository containing
164 defective APIs and 109 API combinations, involving 19 ML
libraries. Leveraging the defective API repository, we can capture
the PLC issues in real-world ML pipelines and ML libraries.

Our study aims to answer the following two research questions:
• RQ4: Do real-world ML complex pipelines use the identified
defective library APIs?

• RQ5: Can the repository of defective APIs help capture real
PLC issues?

Experiment Setup. To answer RQ4, we collected large-scale repre-
sentative ML pipelines from GitHub and Hugging Face [1] platforms
released by leading IT companies (including Microsoft, Google, Ten-
cent and Alibaba) as subjects. The large-scale industrial pipelines
typically handle real-world challenging tasks, which are typically
more complex than the specific competition tasks implemented by
Kaggle pipelines. We selected Hugging Face platform because it
is the most popular AI model repository, where users can share
pre-trained models, datasets, and demos of ML projects [72, 76]. To
achieve this, we formulated search keywords as {topic: machine-
learning, topic: deep-learning} × {org: Microsoft, org: Google, org:
Tencent, org: Aalibaba}. The search returns 124 and 34 ML pipelines
from GitHub and Hugging Face, repectively. Table 7 shows the sta-
tistics of collected large-scale pipelines. On average, they achieve
1,660 stars on GitHub and 262,248 downloads on Hugging Face (pop-
ular), have 53,583 KLOC (large in scale), depend on 5 ML libraries
and 136 ML library APIs (complex). As we discussed in Section 3.2,
we face challenges on deploying large-scale pipelines, due to lack-
ing detailed training steps in documentation, complete datasets, or
required dependencies. For the collected ML pipelines, we inves-
tigate whether they use defective APIs in the problematic library
version combinations identified in our repository.

To answer RQ5, we collected 1,064 pipelines as subjects from
the 17 competitions hosted between 1 August 2021 and 1 June 2022
on Kaggle platform. Eventually, 497 out of 1,064 pipelines have
been successfully deployed. Among them, 303 and 194 pipelines
invoke 80 (80/164=48.8%) defective APIs and 69 (69/106=65.1%)
API combinations in our repository, respectively. For each pipeline
using defective APIs, we checked if the performance inconsisten-
cies, crashes and NaN bugs can be exposed on the corresponding
problematic library versions. Since Kaggle platform has no issue
trackers, we posted the validated results (i.e., performance changes
across various library versions) as comments on the pipelines’ web-
sites to warn pipeline developers/users against PLC issues. For the
43 defective APIs invoked by 17 pipelines that achieve worse perfor-
mances on ML libraries’ newest versions, we also reported the PLC
issues to their issue trackers to ask library developers for validation.
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Table 7: Statistics of collected real-world large-scale pipelines

Stars/
Downloads KLOC # ML

Libraries
# ML

Library APIs
Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

GitHub
Pipelines 9 20,249 1,660 31 2,543,862 59,513 1 18 4 2 1,510 110

Hugging Face
Pipelines 107 6,057,167 262,248 691 447,470 47,653 1 29 6 1 1,499 161

Microsoft: 86 pipelines, Google: 48 pipelines, Tencent: 5 pipelines, Alibaba: 19 pipelines

Table 8: Experiment results of RQ4

𝑀1 𝑀2 𝑀3 𝑀4
GitHub Pipelines 101 55 18 123
Hugging Face Pipelines 31 14 14 73

Sum 142 69 18 184
𝑀1 : #Pipelines using defective ML library version combinations in our repository;
𝑀2 : #Pipelines using the defective APIs (combinations) in our repository;
𝑀3 : #Defective library version combinations used by the pipelines;
𝑀4 : #Defective APIs (combinations) used by the pipelines

{Sklearn, xgboost}

Versions
Score

Time 

(ms)

Memory

(MB)

{Sklearn, xgboost}

Versions
Score

Time

(ms)

Memory

(MB)

{1.0.1, 1.5.1} 0.622 3755.792 2330.385 {0.22.1, 1.4.2} 0.650 4207.324 2354.084

{1.0.1, 1.2.1} 0.653 3807.698 2649.305 {0.22.1, 1.1.1} 0.652 7974.568 2648.538

{1.0.1, 1.1.1} 0.652 8151.661 2649.224 {0.22.1, 1.0.2} 0.656 7451.785 2647.906

{1.0.1, 1.0.2} 0.656 7783.346 2649.181 {0.22.1, 0.90} 0.654 4743.717 2329.738

{1.0.1, 0.90} 0.654 4634.113 2649.073 {0.22.0, 1.5.1} 0.622 3752.547 2357.178

{0.24.2, 1.5.1} 0.621 3763.312 2330.292 {0.22.0, 1.4.2} 0.650 4168.140 2354.079

{0.24.2, 1.1.1} 0.652 7926.313 2651.979 {0.22.0, 1.0.2} 0.657 7664.165 2647.902

{0.24.2, 1.0.2} 0.655 7645.457 2651.934 {0.22.0, 0.90} 0.654 4683.703 2330.310

{0.22.1, 1.5.1} 0.622 3772.575 2357.182 {0.20.3, 1.0.2} 0.652 406.435 2649.010

0.621

2651.979

0.657

406.435

2329.738

Figure 7: A PLC issue GoogleBrain-VPP#1686 [24] reported by us

Results of RQ4. Table 8 reports the experiment results of RQ4.
Among the collected 158 large-scale ML pipelines, 142 (89.9%) of
them depend on the identified defective ML library version combi-
nations in our repository, and 69 of them invoke the corresponding
defective APIs (combinations). In total, the collected large-scale ML
pipelines involve 18 defective library version combinations (75%)
and 184 defective APIs (combinations) (67.4%) in our repository.
For example, API cv2.imread() from library OpenCV is used by 19
ML pipelines in DCO stage, which may induce significant perfor-
mance inconsistencies in execution time. The results indicate that
our empirical findings identified in Kaggle pipelines can scale to
more complex industrial pipelines.
Results of RQ5. Table 9 reports the statistics of our experiment
results. In total, we exposed PLC issues in 309 out of 497 real-world
pipelines. 208 (67.3%) of them were induced by one ML library
version, while the remaining 101 (32.7%) of pipelines were caused
by the combinations of ML library versions. The PLC issues involve
58 defective APIs and 42 API combinations. Specifically, 251, 50 and
9 pipelines manifested in performance inconsistencies, crashes and
NaN bugs, respectively. We can observe that 188 (37.8%) pipelines
invoking the defective API (combination) did not reveal PLC issues.
The conditions of triggering such issues may be affected by many
factors, such as hyperparameters and dataset size, which deserve
further investigations in the future research.

Encouragingly, twenty pipeline developers shown their great
interests in our detailed diagnosis info of PLC issues generated
by Piecer. For example, as shown in Figure 7, Piecer’s testing re-
sults pointed out that the execution time of pipeline GoogleBrain-
VPP#1686 [24] changed dramatically across different version com-
binations of Sklearn and Xgboost. Developers confirmed the issue
and left a comment: “Thanks for this valuable information. I will
surely try and compare different versions.”

For the 43 defective APIs that achieve worse performance on ML
libraries’ newest versions, we filed them into 17 issue reports on

GitHub. 7 (41.2%) of them had been quickly confirmed by developers
and were being fixed based on our testing results. 6 issues (35.3%)
were acknowledged by the developers to be worthy of further
investigation. Developers considered Xgboost#8033 were not bugs.
They had to improve some aspects of performance at the cost of
other metrics. The remaining reports are pending probably because
of inactive project maintenance.

For example, we reported a PLC issue to library Catboost whose
API Catboost.CatBoostClassifier() in the latest version nearly con-
sumes five times memory, compared with that in versions ≤ 0.10.3.
Developers quickly confirmed this issue and commented that “I
could reproduce your results and saw a jump in RAM consumption
from 34 MB to 150 MB.”

The experiment results demonstrate that our defective API repos-
itory shed light on designing automated approaches to detecting
PLC issues on real-world pipelines and ML libraries.

5 IMPLICATIONS

For ML pipeline developers. Our empirical study reveals the perva-
siveness and seriousness of PLC issues in ML pipelines. Developers
can utilize Piecer or our provided defective API repository to se-
lect version combinations of ML libraries when optimizing the
performance of their pipelines.
For ML library vendors. Our empirical findings show that an ML
library may achieve worse performance on its latest version when
working with other ML libraries in the pipelines. ML library devel-
opers should consider common library combinations and perform
integration testing before releasing new versions.
For SE researchers. For SE researchers, future research can focus
on designing promising techniques to detect and repair PLC issues.
For tool builders. Tool builders can leverage our defective API
repository and Piecer to recommend appropriate version com-
binations of ML libraries to pipeline developers when maintain-
ing/evolving ML libraries.

We hope that this paper can inspire a symbiotic ecosystemwhere
researchers, tool builders, and library vendors work together to
assist developers combat PLC issues.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Internal Validity. Our empirical study involved manual effort,
which might introduce subjectivity and bias. To mitigate this threat,
we followed an open coding scheme where two authors indepen-
dently checked and cross-validated all the results. We employed
Cohen’s Kappa [73] to measure the consistencies between the two
authors. If the Kappa value was less than 0.9, the authors needed
to discuss to resolve disagreements. To enhance transparency and
accountability, we made our dataset publicly accessible for scrutiny.
External Validity. The external validity concerns about the gener-
ality of our results. To mitigate such a threat, we collected 11,363
high-quality ML pipelines from Kaggle platform as subjects to con-
duct our empirical study. The pipelines depend on 112 popular ML
libraries, including 23 ML frameworks and 89 data science libraries.
Besides, we also collected large-scale representative ML pipelines
from GitHub and Hugging Face [1] platforms released by leading
IT companies as subjects, to investigate whether they use defective
APIs in the problematic library version combinations identified in
our repository. Our empirical findings obtained based on such a
representative dataset can be generalized to more ML pipelines.
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Table 9: Results of RQ5: PLC issues identified in real-world pipelines and ML libraries

PLC Issues Identified in 497 Real Pipelines (#pipeline ID)

Performance Impacts
Induced by One ML
Library Version

#36502↓↓↓, #36523↑↑↑, #36544↓↓, #36567↓↑, #36575↓↑↑, #36577↑↓↑, #36586↓↓, #36590↓, #36594↑, #36600↑↓↑, #36616↑↓↓, #36618↓↓, #36625↑↑↓, #36630↓↑↓,
#11094↓↓↓, #11119↑↓, #11167↑↑↓, #11169↑, #31772↓↓↓, #31773↓↓, #31776↑↓↑, #31784↑↑, #31785↓↓↑, #31824↓↓↓, #31856↑↑, #31870↓↓↑, #31883↓, #31902↑↓,
#37112↓↑↓, #37117↓↑, #37124↓↑↑, #37258↓↓, #37259↓, #37261↓↓↑, #37297↓↓↓, #37298↑↓, #37317↓↓↓, #37321↓↓↑, #37335↑, #37403↓, #37410↓↓↑, #37426↓↓↓,
#36151↓↑↑, #36153↓↓↑, #36169↓↓↓, #36173↓↑↓, #36199↓↓, #36209↓↓, #36237↓↑↑, #36326↓↓, #36333↑, #36335↓, #36471↑↑↑, #36476↓↓, #36488↓↑, #36501↑↑,
#36634↓↑↓, #36635↑↑, #36637↑, #36639↑↑, #36641↓↑, #36642↑↓↑, #36647↓↑↑, #36649↓, #36690↑↑↑, #36734↓↑↑, #36916↓↓, #36938↑↓↑, #37107↑↑, #37111↑↑,
#33431↑↓, #33445↓↑, #33468↓↑↑, #33472↑↓, #33487↓↓, #33514↓↑↓, #33600↓↓↑, #33602↓, #33603↓↑↑, #33620↓, #33659↑↓↓, #33668↑↓↑, #33704↑↓, #33705↓↓,
#33125↑↓, #33129↓↑, #33147↓, #33171↓↑↓, #33176↓↓↑, #33185↓↑, #33194↓↓, #33253↓↓, #33275↓, #33288↓↑, #33325↓↑↓, #33372↓↓, #33377↑↓, #33409↑↓↑,
#34197↓↓, #34198↓↓↓, #34207↓↓, #34215↓↑↓, #34220↑↓↓, #34229↑↓, #34241↓↓, #34243↑↓, #34243↓, #34248↓, #34327↓↓↓, #34328↓, #34331↑, #34333↓↑↑,
#31920↓↓↑, #31950↓↑, #31975↓↓↑, #32053↑↑, #32292↑, #32347↓, #32427↑↑↓, #32449↑↑↓, #32532↑, #32564↓, #32569↑↑↑, #32574↓, #32835↓↑, #33123↓↓,
#33797↓↓↑, #33801↓↑, #33807↓↓, #33823↑↓↓, #33941↑↓, #33948↑↓↑, #33981↑↑↓, #34150↓↑, #34154↓↑, #34159↑↓↓, #34185↑↑↓, #34186↓↓↓, #34187↓↓↓,
#34334↑, #34367↓↑↑, #34388↓, #34442↓, #34463↓↓↑, #34474↑↓↓, #34601↑↑, #34658↓↑↑, #34789↓↓, #35760↑↓, #35776↓, #36124↓↑, #36128↓↓, #36146↓↓,
#37445↓↓↓, #37652↓↑↓, #37731↓↑, #38020↑↑↑, #38107↑↓↑, #38150↓, #31915↓↑, #33423↓, #33789↓↑↓, #34767, #34923, #36172, #36252, #36187, #36214, #33335,
#11180, #31900, #31947, #31997, #32009, #32253, #32518, #32560, #32566, #32607, #32923, #32928, #33138, #33193, #33335, #33346, #33721, #33724, #33346,
#33742, #33754, #33770, #33776, #33790, #33796, #33811, #33812, #33877, #33878, #33913, #33886, #34068, #34116, #34332, #34336, #34352, #37763

Type A

#11087↓↓↓, #11166↓↓, #11193↓↓↑, #11195↑↓↑, #11224↓↓, #31751↑↑, #31753↓↑↑, #31770↑↑, #32490↑↑, #33247↑↓↑, #33274↑↑↑, #33302↓↑, #33303↓↓↑, #33329↑↑,
#33341↓↓, #33342↓↓↑, #33394↓↑↑, #33395↓↓↑, #33398↑↓↓, #33437↑↓↑, #33439↓↓↑, #33539↓↓↑, #33744↑↑↓, #33805↓↓↓, #33837↑↓↑, #33839↓↓, #33853↑↓↓,
#33959↑↓↓, #33963↓↓↓, #33994↓↑, #34177↓↑↑, #34226↓↑↑, #34712↓↓↓, #35699↓↑↑, #36157↑↓↑, #36174↑↓↑, #36188↓↑↓, #36198↓↑↓, #36211↑↓↓, #36265↑↓,
#36306↓↑↑, #36316↓↓↓, #36563↑↓↑, #36572↑↑, #36582↓, #36728↑↑↓, #36729↓↓↓, #37061↓↓, #37359↓↑↑, #37448↑↓↓, #37758↓↑, #37832↑↑, #37913↓↑,
#36267↓↑↑, #33939↓↓↑, #36267↓↑↑, #36487, #36557, #36624, #36650, #36662, #34249, #34300, #36552Performance Impacts

Induced by Combinations
of ML Library Versions Type B

#32522↓, #33734↓↑, #33735↓, #33775↓↓↑, #33794↓↓↓, #33850↓↓↑, #33857↓↓, #33896↓, #33910↓↑↓, #33935↓, #34344↑↓↑, #34374↓↓, #34637↑↓, #34646↑↓↓,
#34650↑↓, #34693↑↓, #34699↓, #34702↑↓, #36239↑, #36264↑, #36284↓↓, #36574↓↓, #36587↑↓, #36664↑ #36848↓ #37343↑↑ #37360↑↓ #37543↓↓↓
#37552↓↑ #37768↑↓ #37776↑↑ #38067↓↓ #38126↓↓ #38162↑ #38230↑↓ #36695, #36879, #36907, #34299, #34322, #36621

18 PLC Issues Repored to ML libraries (Report ID, #Problematic APIs)
[Catboost#2142, 2 APIs]♠,[ImbalancedLearn#923, 2 APIs]♠, [Keras#17217, 8 APIs]♠, [OpenCV#22472, 2 APIs]♠, [Optuna#3976, 2 APIs]♠,[Sklearn#23427, 3 APIs]♠,[Xgboost#8033, 2 APIs]♠,
[CategoryEncoders#362, 2 APIs]♣,[CategoryEncoders#364, 2 APIs]♣,[LightGBM#5336, 3 APIs]♣,[LightGBM#5475, 3 APIs]♣,[Sklearn#24138, 1 APIs]♣, [Transformers#18950, 3 APIs]♣,
[Tensorflow#56600, 4 APIs]♣,[Tensorflow#56958, 7 APIs]♣, [Shap#2644, 1 APIs]♠, [Shap#2644, 1 APIs]♠
PLC issues were manifested in performance changes (rise↑ / fall↓) of three aspects: Competition scores, Execution time and Memory usage, and Crashes/ NaN bugs;
♠ Confirmed issues under fixing; ♣ Acknowledged by developers (Developers considered the issues were worthy of further investigation); ♠ Not bugs; ♣ Not bugs in the latest versions; ♠ Pending Issues.

7 RELATEDWORK

Machine Learning Libraries. There have been a lot of work focus-
ing on the performance enhancement and quality assurance of ML
frameworks. Zhang et al. [85] conducted an empirical study on the
common bugs ofML applications using TensorFlow. Nargiz et al. [47]
and Islam et al. [49] further conducted studies on Keras, TensorFlow,
PyTorch, Caffe and Theano with a taxonomy of bugs. Han et al. [43]
performed an exploratory study on the dependency networks of
deep learning libraries. They studied the application domains, de-
pendency degrees, version update behaviors of ML applications that
depend on Tensorflow, PyTorch, and Theano. Dilhata et al. [38] con-
ducted a quantitative and qualitative empirical study to investigate
the ML library usage and evolution. They only focused on the ML
frameworks and explored how developers used these libraries (e.g.,
common library combinations) and how the usage evolved over the
projects’ lifetime. Wang et al. [74], Guo et al. [42] and Phamet et
al. [63] proposed novel mutation testing/differential techniques to
detect behavioral inconsistencies across multiple ML frameworks.
Georgiou et al. [40] presented an in-depth empirical analysis to
investigate and compare the energy consumption and run-time
performance of DL frameworks (PyTorch and TensorFlow).

Our study distinguishes from the existing work in three aspects:
(1) we focus on various types of common ML libraries including
both ML frameworks and data science libraries; (2) we conduct
the first empirical study to explore the impacts of different library
version combinations on ML pipelines’ performances; (3) with the
aid of our identified defective API repository, we detect many 𝑃𝐿𝐶
issues in real-world ML applications.
Machine LearningApplications. Several SE researchers presented
comprehensive empirical studies on real bugs and technical chal-
lenges of ML applications. Islam, et al. [50], Guo et al. [41], Han et
al. [44], Zhang et al. [84] and Chen et al. [34] collected a set of high-
quality DL questions&answers on Stack Overflow and summarized
the main challenges in developing and deploying ML applications,
respectively. Approaches [54, 83] presented a root cause taxonomy
of deep learning specific failures to facilitate future software devel-
opment. Shen et al. [67] studied the bugs rising in the popular deep
learning compilers, and provided a series of valuable guidelines for
deep learning compiler bug detection and debugging. Phamet et

al. [64] studied the variance of DL systems and the awareness of this
variance among researchers and practitioners. Existing and new
testing techniques [33, 37, 39, 45, 45, 48, 51, 52, 59, 60, 62, 65, 69–
71, 75, 77, 78, 81, 82, 86] were also proposed for and adapted to
machine learning applications to expose real bug. The works by Ma
et al. [46, 61] and Shen et al. [68] proposed mutation operators spe-
cific to deep learning applications. Humbatova et al. [48] followed a
systematic process to extract mutation operators from existing bug
taxonomies to simulate the effects of real DL bugs. In this paper,
we capture the performance inconsistencies of ML pipelines using
differential testing across various library version combinations.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper, we empirically studied 11,363 ML pipelines from
diverse competitions on Kaggle to explore the impacts of differ-
ent ML library version combinations on their performances. Our
study reveals the pervasiveness and severity of 𝑃𝐿𝐶 issues in ML
pipelines. Our findings can motivate the establishment of a symbi-
otic ecosystemwhere researchers, tool builders, and library vendors
work together to assist developers in combating 𝑃𝐿𝐶 issues.

9 DATA AVAILABILITY

We provide a reproduction package at http://piecer-plc.github.io
to facilitate future research. The package includes (1) a dataset con-
taining 11,363 ML pipelines and 7,983 library APIs, (2) an available
tool Piecer, (2) a defective API repository for detecting PLC issues,
and (4) a list of PLC issues captured by us from real-world pipelines
and ML libraries, along with our issue reproducing results.
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